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EXTENDING HIGHER DERIVATIONS TO RINGS AND
MODULES OF QUOTIENTS
LIA VASˇ
Abstract. A torsion theory is called differential (higher differential) if a
derivation (higher derivation) can be extended from any module to the module
of quotients corresponding to the torsion theory. We study conditions equiva-
lent to higher differentiability of a torsion theory. It is known that the Lambek,
Goldie and any perfect torsion theories are differential. We show that these
classes of torsion theories are higher differential as well. Then, we study condi-
tions under which a higher derivation extended to a right module of quotients
extends also to a right module of quotients with respect to a larger torsion
theory. Lastly, we define and study the symmetric version of higher differen-
tial torsion theories. We prove that the symmetric versions of the results on
higher differential (one-sided) torsion theories hold for higher derivations on
symmetric modules of quotients. In particular, we prove that the symmetric
Lambek, Goldie and any perfect torsion theories are higher differential.
1. Introduction
A a derivation on a ring R is a mapping δ : R→ R such that δ(r+s) = δ(r)+δ(s)
and δ(rs) = δ(r)s + rδ(s) for all r, s ∈ R. A mapping d : M → M on a right R-
moduleM is a δ-derivation if d(x+y) = d(x)+d(y) and d(xr) = d(x)r+xδ(r) for all
x ∈M and r ∈ R. In [4], [3], [11] and [13], the authors study how derivations agree
with an arbitrary hereditary torsion theory for that ring and the conditions under
which one can extend a derivation from a ring (module) to the ring of quotients
(module of quotients). In particular, in [11] and [13] it is shown that such extension
is possible for some important classes of rings and modules of quotients.
Torsion theories provide a basis for a uniform treatment of different rings of
quotients and a framework suitable for a comprehensive study of rings and modules
of quotients. We shall use torsion theories extensively throughout this paper. We
use the usual definition of torsion theory and hereditary torsion theory (e.g. [10], [1],
[3], [11]). If τ = (T ,F) is a torsion theory for R, we denote the torsion submodule
of a right R-module M by T (M). If T (R) = 0, τ is said to be faithful. If τ is
hereditary, we denote its Gabriel filter (the collection of all right ideals I such R/I
is a torsion module) by F.
If τ is a hereditary torsion theory with Gabriel filter F and M is a right R-
module, the module of quotientsMF of M is defined as the largest submodule N of
the injective envelope E(M/T (M)) ofM/T (M) such that N/(M/T (M)) is torsion
module (i.e. the closure of M/T (M) in E(M/T (M))). Equivalently, the module
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of quotients MF can be defined by
MF = lim−→
I∈F
Hom(I,
M
T (M)
)
(see chapter IX in [10]). Note that from this description it directly follows that
MF = (M/T (M))F.
The R-module RF has a ring structure and MF has a structure of a right RF-
module (see exposition on pages 195–197 in [10]). The ring RF is called the right
ring of quotients with respect to the torsion theory τ.
Consider the map qM : M → MF obtained by composing the projection M →
M/T (M) with the injection M/T (M)→ MF. Note that qM : m 7→ Lm where Lm
is the left multiplication by m. The kernel and cokernel of qM are torsion modules
and MF is torsion-free (Lemmas 1.2 and 1.5, page 196, in [10]). The map M 7→ qM
defines a left exact functor q from the category of right R-modules to the category
of right RF-modules (see [10] pages 197–199). The functor q maps torsion modules
to 0 (see Lemma 1.3, page 196 in [10]).
A Gabriel filter F is a differential filter if for every I ∈ F there is J ∈ F such
that δ(J) ⊆ I for all derivations δ. The hereditary torsion theory determined by F
is said to be differential in this case. By Lemma 1.5 from [3], a torsion theory is
differential if and only if
d(T (M)) ⊆ T (M)
for every right R-module M, every derivation δ and every δ-derivation d on M.
In Theorem on page 277 and Corollary 1 on page 279 of [4], Golan has shown
the following
Proposition 1 (Golan). Let δ be a derivation on R, M a right R-module, d a
δ-derivation on M and τ = (T ,F) a hereditary torsion theory.
(1) If M is torsion-free, then d extends to a derivation on the module of quo-
tients MF such that dqM = qMd.
(2) If d(T (M)) ⊆ T (M), then d extends to a derivation on the module of
quotients MF such that dqM = qMd.
A direct corollary of the first part of Proposition 1 is that a ring derivation
extends to a right ring of quotients for every hereditary and faithful torsion theory.
By the second part of Proposition 1, we can extend a derivation on a module to
a derivation on its module of quotients for every differential torsion theory. Bland
proved that such extension is unique and that the converse is also true. Namely,
Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 of his paper [3] state the following.
Theorem 1 (Bland). Let F be a Gabriel filter.
(1) If a δ-derivation on a module M extends to a δ-derivation on the module
of quotients MF, then such extension is unique.
(2) The filter F is differential if and only if for every ring derivation δ, every
δ-derivation on any module M extends uniquely to a δ-derivation on the
module of quotients MF.
In [9] and [2], it has been studied how higher derivations agree with torsion
theories. This has lead to conditions under which one can extend a higher derivation
from a ring (module) to the ring of quotients (module of quotients).
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Recall that a higher derivation (HD) of order n on R is an indexed family {δi}
n
i=0
of additive maps δi such that δ0 is the identity mapping on R and
δi(rs) =
i∑
j=0
δj(r)δi−j(s)
for all i ≤ n. An indexed family ∆ = {δn}n∈ω is a higher derivation (HD) on R if
{δi}
n
i=0 is a higher derivation of order n for all n ∈ ω.
Let ∆ be a higher derivation on R. If {di}
n
i=0 is an indexed family of additive
maps on a right R-module M such that d0 is the identity mapping on M and
di(mr) =
∑i
j=0 dj(m)δi−j(r) for all i ≤ n, we say that {di} is higher ∆-derivation of
order n on M. An indexed family D = {dn}n∈ω is a higher ∆-derivation (∆-HD for
short) onM if {di}
n
i=0 is a higher ∆-derivation of order n for all n ∈ ω. Occasionally
we shall be adding the superscript M to {dn} and use {d
M
n } to emphasize that dn
is defined on a module M.
For example, if δ is a derivation on R, then ∆ = { δ
i
i! } is a higher derivation on
R and if d is any δ-derivation on a module M , then { d
i
i! } is a higher ∆-derivation
on M .
A Gabriel filter F is a higher differential filter of order n if for every HD {δi}
n
i=0
of order n, and every I ∈ F, there is J ∈ F such that δi(J) ⊆ I for all i ≤ n. The
hereditary torsion theory determined by F is said to be higher differential of order
n in this case. Since a finite intersection of right ideals from F is again in F, F is
a HD filter of order n iff for every HD {δi}
n
i=0 of order n, every I ∈ F, and every
i ≤ n, there is J ∈ F such that δi(J) ⊆ I.
A Gabriel filter F is a higher differential filter (HD filter for short) if F is higher
differential of order n for every n. The hereditary torsion theory determined by F is
said to be higher differential (HD for short) in this case. Since a finite intersection
of right ideals from F is again in F, F is a HD filter iff for every HD {δn}, every I ∈ F
and every n, there is J ∈ F such that δn(J) ⊆ I. Example 3.2 in [2] demonstrates
that every hereditary torsion theory of a commutative ring is higher differential.
Let ∆ = {δn} be a HD on R, M a right R-module, D = {dn} a ∆-HD onM and
τ a hereditary torsion theory. If D is such that every dn extends to the module of
quotients MF such that dnqM = qMdn for all n, then we shall say that D extends
to a ∆-HD on MF.
In section 2, we review Rim’s and Bland’s results (from [9] and [2] respectively)
on higher derivations that generalize Golan’s and Bland’s results on differentiability
of torsion theories and the conditions under which one can extend a derivation from
a module to the module of quotients. In particular, we study conditions equivalent
to higher differentiability of a torsion theory.
In section 3, we prove that some important torsion theories are HD (Theorem
3). First, we consider the Lambek torsion theory – the torsion theory cogenerated
by the injective envelope E(R) (see sections 13B and 13C in [6] and Example 1,
page 200, [10]). The Lambek torsion theory is the largest faithful hereditary torsion
theory. The Gabriel filter of this torsion theory is the set of all dense right ideals (see
definition 8.2. in [6] and Proposition VI 5.5, p. 147 in [10]). The ring of quotients
with respect to the Lambek torsion theory is the maximal right ring of quotients
Qrmax(R). By Proposition 9 in [11], the Lambek torsion theory is differential. In
the first part of Theorem 3, we show that the Lambek torsion theory is higher
differential.
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Secondly, we consider the Goldie torsion theory. This hereditary torsion theory
is defined by the condition that its torsion-free class is the class of nonsingular
modules. It is larger than any hereditary faithful torsion theory (see Example 3,
p. 26 in [1]). So, the Lambek torsion theory is smaller than the Goldie’s. The
Goldie torsion theory is differential (Proposition 14 in [11]). In the second part of
Theorem 3 we show that the Goldie torsion theory is HD.
Lastly, we consider a class of torsion theories that represents a generalization of
the classical torsion theory. Recall that the classical torsion theory is defined for
any right Ore ring by the condition that the set of torsion elements of a module M
is {m ∈M |mr = 0 for some regular element r of R}. It is hereditary and faithful.
Its right ring of quotients is called the classical right ring of quotients and is denoted
by Qrcl(R). The classical torsion theory has the property that MF
∼= M ⊗R Q
r
cl(R).
The class of perfect Gabriel filters generalizes this property. If a Gabriel filter F
has the property
MF ∼=M ⊗R RF
for every right R-module M, then F is called perfect and the right ring of quotients
RF is called the perfect right ring of quotients. These filters are interesting as all
modules of quotients are determined solely by the right ring of quotients. Perfect
right rings of quotients and perfect filters have been studied and characterized in
more details (see Theorem 2.1, page 227 in [10] and Proposition 3.4, page 231 in
[10]). By Proposition 4 in [11], every perfect filter is differential. In the third part
of Theorem 3, we show that every perfect torsion theory is HD.
Throughout sections 2 and 3, we shall use (r : I) to denote the set {s ∈ R | rs ∈ I}
where I is a right ideal and r an element of R.
In section 4, we study conditions under which extensions of a HD on two different
modules of quotients agree. Let F1 and F2 be two filters such that F1 ⊆ F2. If M is
a right R-module and qi the natural maps M →MFi for i = 1, 2, let q12 denote the
map MF1 →MF2 induced by inclusion F1 ⊆ F2. In this case q12q1 = q2. Let d be a
derivation on M that extends to MF1 . Conditions under which d can be extended
to MF2 so that the following diagram commutes were studied in [13].
MF1
d
✲ MF1
M
d
✲
q 1
✲
M
q 1
✲
MF2
q12
❄ d
✲
q
2
✲
MF2
q12
❄
q
2
✲
If the above diagram commutes, we say that the extensions of d on MF1 and MF2
agree. In section 4, we study the analogous notions for higher derivations and
conditions under which two extensions of a HD agree. Proposition 3 summarize
that study.
The symmetric version of differential torsion theories is defined and studied in
[13]. The symmetric versions of Golan and Bland’s results are shown. Also, it is
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shown that the symmetric Lambek, Goldie and perfect torsion theories are differ-
ential. In section 5, we shall prove that the results from [13] as well as the results
from the previous sections of this paper hold for HDs and symmetric torsion theories
(Proposition 4, Corollary 1 and Proposition 5).
Section 6 contains some open questions.
2. Higher differentiability of torsion theories
In this section, we recall some existing results on higher differentiations and
expand on some of them. First, let us consider Lemma 3.5 from [2]. This result
is the HD version of Lemma 1.5 from [3]. Namely, Bland considers the following
equivalent conditions for a Gabriel filter F and any n.
(1n) F is a HD filter of order n.
(2n) For every R-module M, every HD {dn}
n
i=0 of order n on M, di(T (M)) ⊆
T (M) for all i ≤ n.
We consider conditions:
(3′n) For every R-module M , every HD {dn}
n
i=0 of order n on M, every x ∈
T (M), and every i ≤ n, there is K ∈ F such that δi(K) ⊆ annr(x).
(3′′n) For every R-module M , every HD {dn}
n
i=0 of order n on M, every x ∈
T (M), there is K ∈ F such that δi(K) ⊆ annr(x) for all i ≤ n.
and prove that (1n), (2n), (3
′
n) and (3
′′
n) are equivalent.
Remark 1. In [2], Bland also considers the condition
(3n) For every R-module M , every HD {dn}
n
i=0 of order n on M, and every
x ∈ T (M), there is K ∈ F such that δi(K) ⊆ annr(dn−i(x)) for all i ≤ n.
as another condition claimed to be equivalent to (1n) and (2n). It is interesting to
note that if the conditions (1n), (2n), (3
′
n) and (3
′′
n) hold for n that then they clearly
hold for all i ≤ n. Condition (3n) is different in this respect.
Lemma 1. For every Gabriel filter F and every n, the conditions (1n), (2n), (3
′
n)
and (3′′n) are equivalent.
Proof. Our proof of (1n)⇒ (2n) is the same as Bland’s proof of that part of Lemma
3.5 from [2]. Let us first note that x ∈ T (M) iff annr(x) is in F. Thus, to prove
(2n) it is sufficient to show that annr(x) ∈ F implies annr(di(x)) ∈ F for any i ≤ n.
We shall use induction to show that (1n) ⇒ (2n). If n = 0, (20) is clearly true.
Assume that (1i)⇒ (2i) for all i < n and assume that (1n) holds. Then (1i) holds
for all i < n and so we have that (2i) holds for all i < n. Thus, annr(di(x)) ∈ F for
all i < n. Let I =
⋂n−1
i=0 annr(di(x)). Then I is in F. By (1n), for I there is J ∈ F
such that δi(J) ⊆ I for all i ≤ n. For any k ∈ J, dj(x)δi(k) = 0 for all i ≤ n, and
j < n. Thus,
dn(x)k = dn(xk)−
n−1∑
i=0
di(x)δn−i(k) = dn(0)− 0 = 0
and so J ⊆ annr(dn(x)). J ∈ F implies that annr(dn(x)) ∈ F and so (2n) holds.
(2n)⇒ (3
′
n) Let x ∈ T (M). We shall use induction again. If n = 0, (3
′
0) is true
for K = annr(x) ∈ F. Let us assume that (2i) ⇒ (3
′
i) for i < n and assume that
(2n) holds. Then (2i) holds for all i < n and so (3
′
i) holds for i < n. By (2n), dj(x)
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is in T (M) for all j ≤ n. Thus, by (3′n−1), for all dj(x) ∈ T (M), j ≤ n and all
i < n there are sets Kij ∈ F such that
δi(Kij) ⊆ annr(dj(x)).
Let K =
⋂
i<n,j≤nKij . K is in F and dj(x)δi(k) = 0 for all k ∈ K, j ≤ n, and
i < n. Then,
xδn(k) = dn(xk)−
n∑
i=1
di(x)δn−i(k) = 0.
Thus, δn(K) ⊆ annr(x) and so (3
′
n) holds.
(3′n)⇔ (3
′′
n) Clearly (3
′′
n) implies (3
′
n). Converse follows since a finite intersection
of right ideals from a filter is in that filter again.
(3′′n) ⇒ (1n) Let I ∈ F. Then R/I is a torsion module and 1 + I is a torsion
element of R/I. By assumption, there is K ∈ F such that δi(K) ⊆ annr(1 + I) = I
for all i ≤ n. Thus, (1n) holds. 
Lemma 2. If F is a Gabriel filter corresponding to a hereditary torsion theory τ,
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) F is a HD filter.
(2) For every R-module M, every {δn}-HD {dn} on M, and every n
dn(T (M)) ⊆ T (M).
(3’) For every R-module M , every HD {δn}, every x ∈ T (M), and every n,
there is K ∈ F such that δn(K) ⊆ annr(x).
(3”) For every R-module M , every HD {δn}, every x ∈ T (M), and every n,
there is K ∈ F such that δi(K) ⊆ annr(x) for all i ≤ n.
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Lemma 1. 
In [8], Rim proved that a version of part 1 Proposition 1 holds for rings with
anti-derivations (defined on rings with involutions). In [9], Rim generalized his
result from [8] for higher anti-derivations on rings with involutions. We formulate
and prove these results for higher derivations. The induction and the idea which
Golan uses in his proof of Proposition 1 (see pages 277–279 in [4]) is sufficient for
the proof of this result. The details are below.
Proposition 2. Let ∆ = {δn} be a HD on R, M a right R-module, D = {dn} a
∆-HD on M and τ a hereditary torsion theory.
(1) If M is torsion-free, then D extends to a ∆-HD on MF.
(2) If dn(T (M)) ⊆ T (M) for all n, then D extends to a ∆-HD on MF.
Proof. (1) We use induction to show that we can define a higher derivation {dn}
on MF such that dnqM = qMdn for all n. For n = 0, the claim trivially holds.
Let us assume that the claim holds for i < n. Since M is torsion-free, for every
element q ∈ MF, there is I ∈ F such that qI ⊆ M. By the induction hypothesis,
dj(q) is defined for j < n. Thus we can define a map δn,q on I by δn,q(i) =
dn(qi) −
∑n−1
j=0 dj(q)δn−j(i). Note that qi is in M so dn(qi) is defined. The map
δn,q is a homomorphism of right R-modules and hence it represents an element of
lim
−→
HomR(I,MF) = (MF)F. But since the homomorphism
MF ∼= HomR(R,MF)→ HomR(I,MF)
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is an isomorphism by Proposition 1.8, p. 198 in [10], we can extend δn,q to R. Such
extension is unique by Lemma 1.9, p. 198 in [10]. Therefore, there is a unique
element q′ ∈ MF such that q
′ = δn,q(1). It is not hard to check that the element
q′ is independent of the choice of ideal I (using the same argument as in Golan’s
proof, see proof on page 278, [4]). Thus, we can define a map dn on MF by q 7→ q
′.
It is straightforward to check that this map is additive (using the same argument
as in Golan’s proof, see page 278 in [4]). To prove that {dn} is a higher derivation,
let r be any element of R. For r, there is J ∈ F such that qrJ ⊆M. J ∈ F implies
that (r : J) is also in F (by the definition of Gabriel filter, see [10], page 146). Let
K = J ∩ (r : J) ∈ F and k ∈ K
δn,qr(k)− δn,q(rk) = dn(qrk)−
n−1∑
j=0
dj(qr)δn−j(k)− dn(qrk) +
n−1∑
j=0
dj(q)δn−j(rk) =
−
n−1∑
j=0
j∑
i=0
di(q)δj−i(r)δn−j(k) +
n−1∑
j=0
n−j∑
i=0
dj(q)δi(r)δn−j−i(k)
In the above equation, all the terms cancel except the ones with i = n − j in the
second sum. Thus, the above formula is equal to
n−1∑
j=0
dj(q)δn−j(r)δ0(k) =


n−1∑
j=0
dj(q)δn−j(r)

 k
Hence dn(qr) − dn(q)r =
∑n−1
j=0 dj(q)δn−j(r) and so dn(qr) =
∑n
j=0 dj(q)δn−j(r)
and {dn} is a higher ∆-derivation.
Note that dn(q) = δn,q(1) implies that Ldn(q), the left multiplication by dn(q), is
δn,q. On the other hand, dn(Lq(1)) = dn(q) = δn,q(1) Thus dn(Lq) = δn,q = Ldn(q).
So, if q is already in M , then qR ⊆ M and qM (q) = Lq. In this case, dn(qM (q)) =
dn(Lq) = Ldn(q) = qM (dn(q)).
(2) Let M denote M/T (M) and p denote the projectionM →M. As dn(T (M))
is contained in T (M), the additive map dn : M → M given by dnp = pdn is well
defined for any n. It is easy to check that this defines a higher ∆-derivation. By
part (1), {dn} can be extended to {dn}, a higher ∆-derivation on MF, such that
dnqM = qMdn for all n. Note that qM = qMp and so dnqM = dnqMp = qMdnp =
qMpdn = qMdn. 
The HD version of Bland’s Theorem (Theorem 1) has been proven by Bland in
[2] (see Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 in [2]). For completeness, we list and prove
this results.
Theorem 2. Let F be a Gabriel filter.
(1) If a ∆-HD on a module M extends to a ∆-HD on the module of quotients
MF, then such extension is unique.
(2) The filter F is HD if and only if for every ring HD ∆, every ∆-HD on any
module M extends uniquely to a ∆-HD on the module of quotients MF.
Proof. (1) Assume that d′n and d
′′
n both extend dn to MF. Then d
′
n − d
′′
n is a
R-homomorphism defined on MF that is zero on qM (M). So, it factors to an R-
homomorphism MF/qM (M)→MF. But as the module MF/qM (M) is torsion and
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the module MF is torsion-free, this map has to be zero. Hence, d
′
n − d
′′
n = 0 on
entire MF.
(2) If F is HD, the assumption of condition (2) in Proposition 2 is satisfied. Thus
any HD on M extends to MF. Such extension is unique by part (1) of this theorem.
Conversely, suppose that a ∆-HD {dn} extends from M to MF. For every x ∈
T (M), qM (dn(x)) = dn(qM (x)) = dn(0) = 0. Thus, dn(x) ∈ ker qM = T (M). In
this case F is HD by condition (2) of Lemma 2. 
3. Higher differentiability of Lambek, Goldie and perfect torsion
theories
In this section, we prove that some frequently considered torsion theories are
HD.
Theorem 3. (1) The Lambek torsion theory is HD.
(2) The Goldie torsion theory is HD.
(3) Any perfect torsion theory is HD.
Proof. Part (1) LetM be any R-module, x any element ofM and {dn} any ∆-HD.
We shall prove that annr(dn(x)) is dense if annr(di(x)) is dense for all i < n. Recall
that a right R-ideal I is dense if and only if for every r, s ∈ R such that s 6= 0, there
is t ∈ R such that st 6= 0 and rt ∈ I. Recall also that the density of annr(x) implies
the density of annr(xr) for any r ∈ R simply because the set of all Lambek torsion
elements of any module is a submodule and, as such, closed for right multiplication
by elements from R.
Let r, s ∈ R, and s 6= 0. Since the right ideals annr(di(x)), i < n, are dense
by assumption, the right ideal I =
⋂n−1
i=0 annr(di(x)) is also dense. Thus, there is
t′ ∈ R such that st′ 6= 0 and di(x)rt
′ = 0 for all i < n. Now consider the right
ideal J =
⋂
i<n,j≤n annr(di(x)δj(rt
′)). This ideal is dense as well. Thus, for 1 and
0 6= st′ ∈ R, there is t′′ such that st′t′′ 6= 0 and t′′ ∈ J and so di(x)δj(rt
′)t′′ = 0 for
all i < n, j ≤ n. Let t = t′t′′. Then st = st′t′′ 6= 0 and
dn(x)rt = dn(x)rt
′t′′ = dn(xrt
′)t′′ −
n−1∑
i=0
di(x)δn−i(rt
′)t′′ = 0.
Thus, for r and s 6= 0, we have found t such that rt ∈ annr(dn(x)) and st 6= 0.
Hence, annr(dn(x)) is dense.
Part (2) Recall that a right ideal I is essential in R iff for every r ∈ R, there is
t ∈ R such that 0 6= rt ∈ I. Let FG denotes the Gabriel filter of the Goldie torsion
theory. Then all the essential ideals are in FG and
FG = {I | there exists J, I ⊆ J, J ⊆e R and (j : I) ⊆e R for all j ∈ J}.
For proof see Proposition 6.3, p. 148 in [10]. From this observation it is easy to see
that
FG = {I |{r ∈ R | (r : I) ⊆e R} ⊆e R}.
Thus, if M is a right R-module and x is an element of M, x is in the torsion
submodule for Goldie torsion theory (i.e. annr(x) ∈ FG) if and only if
{r ∈ R | annr(xr) ⊆e R} ⊆e R.
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We shall follow the notation from [6] (see p. 255 of [6]) and denote
annr(x)
∗ = {r ∈ R | annr(xr) ⊆e R} and
annr(x)
∗∗ = {r ∈ R| {s | annr(xrs) ⊆e R} ⊆e R} = {r ∈ R | annr(xr)
∗ ⊆e R}.
Using this notation, annr(x) ∈ FG if and only if annr(x)
∗ ⊆e R. These two condi-
tions are also equivalent to annr(x)
∗∗ ⊆e R by Lemma 10 in [11]. Note also that
J∗∗ = J∗∗∗ for all right ideals J (see Theorem 7.28 in [6]).
Thus, to show that condition (2) of Lemma 2 is satisfied and that the Goldie
torsion theory is HD, we need to show that
annr(di(x))
∗ ⊆e R for all i < n implies that annr(dn(x))
∗ ⊆e R.
So, let us assume that annr(di(x))
∗ ⊆e R for i < n. Let I =
⋂n−1
i=0 annr(di(x))
∗.
As I is essential, for any r ∈ R there is t ∈ R such that 0 6= rt ∈ I. Thus
annr(di(x)rt) ⊆e R for all i < n.
Let J =
⋂n−1
i=0 annr(di(x)rt). Then J ⊆e R so for any s ∈ R there is u ∈ R such
that 0 6= su ∈ J. Thus di(x)rtsu = 0 for all i < n.
dn(x)rtsu = dn(xrtsu)−
n−1∑
i=0
di(x)δn−i(rtsu)
dn(xrtsu) = dn(0) = 0. Since annr(di(x))
∗ ⊆e R, for i < n, we obtain that
annr(di(x)δn−i(rtsu))
∗ ⊆e R, i < n (this is because the Goldie torsion submodule
of M is closed for the right multiplication with elements from R, see also (2) in
Lemma 11 in [11]). Thus, the equation above gives us that annr(dn(x)rtsu)
∗ ⊆e R.
This proves that {s | annr(dn(x)rts)
∗ ⊆e R} is essential. Thus, we showed that
annr(dn(x))
∗∗∗ = {r | {s | annr(dn(x)rs)
∗ ⊆e R} ⊆e R} is essential subset of R.
Since annr(dn(x))
∗∗∗ = annr(dn(x))
∗∗ and annr(dn(x))
∗∗ ⊆e R is equivalent to
annr(dn(x))
∗ ⊆e R, we obtain that annr(dn(x))
∗ ⊆e R. This concludes the proof
of part (2).
Part (3) First we need an easy lemma.
Lemma 3. If M is a right R-module, N is an R-bimodule, {dMn } and {d
N
n } are
two ∆-HDs on M and N respectively, then {dM⊗RNn }, defined by the condition
dM⊗RNn (m⊗ n) =
n∑
i=0
dMi (m)⊗ d
N
n−i(n),
is a ∆-HD on M ⊗R N.
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Proof. Clearly all the maps dM⊗RNn are additive. Let x ∈M, y ∈ N and r ∈ R be
arbitrary.
dM⊗RNn ((x ⊗ y)r) = d
M⊗RN
n (x⊗ yr)
=
n∑
i=0
dMi (x)⊗ d
N
n−i(nr)
=
n∑
i=0
dMi (x)⊗


n−i∑
j=0
dNj (n)δn−i−j(r)


=
∑
i+j+k=n
dMi (x)⊗ d
N
j (n)δk(r)
=
n∑
i=0


i∑
j=0
dMi (x) ⊗ d
N
i−j(n)

 δn−i(r)
=
n∑
i=0
dM⊗RNi (x⊗ y)δn−i(r)

By Theorem 2, it is sufficient to show that the HD {dMn } extends uniquely to a
HD {d
MF
n } such that d
MF
n qM = qMd
M
n , for every n and every module M. This is
automatically fulfilled if M is torsion-free by Proposition 2.
First, let us demonstrate that we can obtain an extension {δ
RF
n } of {δn} on
RF. To prove this, it is sufficient to show that δn(T (R)) ⊆ T (R) for all n. Let
f : R → RF be the ring epimorphism that makes RF into a flat left R-module.
Such map exist as RF is perfect (see Theorem 2.1, page 227 in [10]). Moreover,
f is the natural map qR. Thus, T (R) = ker f. So, it is sufficient to show that
f(δn(r)) = 0 for all r ∈ R such that f(r) = 0. Let us use induction. If n = 0 the
claim is trivially satisfied. Assume that the claim holds for all i < n. Note that
for f(r) = 0 there is m and rj ∈ R, qj ∈ RF, j = 1, . . . ,m such that rrj = 0 and∑
j f(rj)qj = 1 (see part c in Theorem 2.1, page 227 in [10]). Thus,
f(δn(r)) = f(δn(r))1 = f(δn(r))
∑
j f(rj)qj (by above)
=
∑
j f (δn(r)rj) qj (f is a ring hom.)
=
∑
j f
(
δn(rrj)−
∑n−1
i=0 δi(r)δn−i(rj)
)
qj ({δn} is a HD)
=
∑
j f
(
−
∑n−1
i=0 δi(r)δn−i(rj)
)
qj (rrj = 0 for all j)
= −
∑
j
∑n−1
i=0 f(δi(r))f(δn−i(rj))qj (f is a ring hom.)
= 0 (f(δi(r)) = 0 for i < n)
As F is perfect, the unique map QM : M ⊗R RF → MF such that qM = QM iM
is an isomorphism for every module M. Define
dMFn = QMd
M⊗RRF
n Q
−1
M
where map d
M⊗RRF
n is the map from Lemma 3 defined via {dMn } and {δ
RF
n }.
Clearly, the maps d
MF
n , n ∈ ω are additive and a straightforward calculation
shows that {d
MF
n } is a higher derivation. We show that the following diagram
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commutes
M
iM
✲ M ⊗R RF
QM
✲ MF
M
dMn
❄ iM
✲ M ⊗R RF
d
M⊗RRF
n
❄ QM
✲ MF
d
MF
n
❄
As δn(1) = 0, δ
RF
n (1) = 0. Thus, if m ∈ M is arbitrary, d
M⊗RRF
n iM (m) =
d
M⊗RRF
n (m⊗ 1) = dMn (m) ⊗ 1 + 0 = iM (d
M
n (m)). So, the maps in the first square
commute. The maps in the second diagram commute by the definition of d
MF
n . This
gives us
d
MF
n qM = QMd
M⊗RRF
n Q
−1
M qM (definition of d
MF
n )
= QMd
M⊗RRF
n iM (as qM = QM iM )
= QM iMd
M
n (by the above diagram)
= qMd
M
n (as qM = QM iM ).
Finally, d
MF
n is unique by Theorem 2. This finishes the proof of the Theorem 3. 
4. Agreement of different extensions of a HD
In this section we study the conditions under which extensions of a HD on two
different modules of quotients agree. We prove that the results from [13] generalize
to higher derivations as well. First, let F1 and F2 be two filters such that F1 ⊆ F2.
Let M be a right R-module and {dn} a ∆-HDs defined on M. If {dn} extends to
MF1 andMF2 in such a way that the following diagram commutes for every n, then
we say that the extensions of {dn} on MF1 and MF2 agree.
MF1
dn
✲ MF1
M
dn
✲
q 1
✲
M
q 1
✲
MF2
q12
❄ dn
✲
q
2
✲
MF2
q12
❄
q
2
✲
Proposition 3. Suppose that a Gabriel filter F1 is contained in a Gabriel filter F2
and that M is a right R-module with a ∆-HD {dn}. If dn can be extended to MF1
for every n and either
i) dn can be extended from MF1 to MF2 for every n, or
ii) dn can be extended from M to MF2 for every n,
then the extensions of {dn} to MF1 and MF2 agree.
As a consequence, if F1 is HD and either
i) MF1 is τ2-torsion-free, or
ii) F2 is a HD filter,
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then any HD on M extends both to MF1 and MF2 in such a way that the extensions
on MF1 and MF2 agree.
Proof. Since F1 ⊆ F2, q12q1 = q2. By assumption that {dn} can be extended to a
higher derivation on MF1 , we have that dnq1 = q1dn.
In case i), we have that dnq12 = q12dn and need to prove that dnq2 = q2dn. This
is the case because
dnq2 = dnq12q1 = q12dnq1 = q12q1dn = q2dn.
In case ii), we have that dnq2 = q2dn and need to prove that dnq12 = q12dn.
Clearly, this is the case for n = 0. Let us assume that this is the case for i < n and
let us show that the claim is true for n. Let q ∈ MF1 . Then there is a right ideal
I in F1 such that qI ⊆ M/T1(M). In this case q12(q)I ⊆ M/T2(M) by definition
of map q12. Note also that if qr = m + T1(M) for some r ∈ I and m ∈ M, then
q12(q)r = m+ T2(M) since
Lq12(q)r = q12(Lqr) = q12(Lm+T1(M)) = q12(q1(m)) = q2(m) = Lm+T2(M).
As a higher derivation on M can be extended to MF1 , dn(T1(M)) ⊆ T1(M) for
all n by Theorem 2. Thus {dn} defines a higher derivation {dn} on M/T1(M)
such that dn(m + T1(M)) = dn(m) + T1(M) for all n. The extension of dn on
MF1 coincides with the extension of dn from M/T1(M) to MF1 (see the proof
of part (2) of Proposition 2). Thus q1(dn(m)) = q1(dn(m+ T1(M))) = d1(qn(m)).
Similarly, {dn} defines a higher derivation {dn} onM/T2(M) such that q2(dn(m)) =
q2(dn(m+ T2(M))) = dn(q2(m)).
Thus, the extension dn on MF1 is defined such that
dn(q)r = dn(qr) −
n∑
i=0
di(q)δn−i(r) = Ldn(qr) −
n∑
i=0
di(q)δn−i(r)
for all r ∈ I. As I is in F2 also and q12(q)I ⊆M/T2(M), we have that
dn(q12(q))r = dn(q12(q)r)−
n∑
i=0
diq12(q)δn−i(r) = Ldn(q12(q)r)−
n∑
i=0
diq12(q)δn−i(r).
Let us assume now that di(q12(q))r = q12(di(q))r for i < n and show that
dn(q12(q))r = q12(dn(q))r.
dn(q12(q))r = Ldn(q12(q)r) −
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (see above)
= Ldn(m+T2(M)) −
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (def. of m)
= dn(Lm+T2(M))−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (see above)
= dnq2(m)−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (by def. of q2)
= q2dn(m)−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (dnq2 = q2dn)
= q12q1dn(m)−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (q2 = q12q1)
= q12dnq1(m)−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (dnq1 = q1dn)
= q12(dn(Lm+T1(m)))−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (by def. of q1)
= q12(Ldn(m+T1(m)))−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (see above)
= q12(Ldn(qr))−
∑n
i=0 diq12(q)δn−i(r) (def. of m)
= q12(Ldn(qr))−
∑n
i=0 q12di(q)δn−i(r)) (by induction)
= q12
(
Ldn(qr) −
∑n
i=0 di(q)δn−i(r)
)
(q12 is an R-map)
= q12(dn(q)r) (see above)
= q12(dn(q))r (q12 is an R-map)
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Thus, the left multiplication with dn(q12(q))−q12(dn(q)) defines the zero R-map
I → MF2 . As I ∈ F2, this map extends to a R map f : R →MF2 (see Proposition
1.8 p. 198 in [10]). Since I ⊆ ker f, f factors to a map R/I →MF2. But this map
has to be zero as R/I is torsion and MF2 is torsion-free in τ2. Thus, f is zero and
so dn(q12(q)) = q12(dn(q)) for every q ∈MF1 .
The second part of the proposition follows directly from the first part. If MF1
is τ2-torsion-free, then {dn} can be extended from MF1 to MF2 by part (1) of
Proposition 2. The extensions agree by the first part of this proposition. If F2 is
HD, then {dn} can be extended fromM toMF2. In this case part ii) of the first part
of the proposition is satisfied and thus the extensions on MF1 and MF2 agree. 
A corollary of Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 is that an extension of any HD
to a module (or ring) of quotients with respect to any HD, hereditary and faithful
torsion theory agrees with the extension with respect to the Lambek torsion theory.
In particular, a HD on R extends to the maximal right ring of quotients Qrmax(R)
in such a way that its extension agrees with the extension on the total right ring of
quotients Qrtot(R) (the maximal perfect right ring of quotients). Also, the extension
on the right ring of quotients with respect to the Goldie torsion theory agrees with
the extensions on Qrmax(R) and Q
r
tot(R). If R is right Ore, these extensions agree
with the extension on the classical right ring of quotients Qrcl(R).
5. Higher differentiability of symmetric torsion theories
In this section, we shall prove the symmetric versions of results from the previous
sections.
If R and S are two rings, Fl a Gabriel filter of left R-ideals and Fr a Gabriel
filters of right S-ideals, define FlFFr as the set of right ideals of S⊗ZR
op containing
ideals of the form J ⊗Rop+ S ⊗ I where I ∈ Fl and J ∈ Fr. This defines a Gabriel
filter (for details see [7]). We shorten the notation FlFFr to lFr when there is no
confusion about the Gabriel filters used. The filter lFr is called the symmetric filter
induced by Fl and Fr. If τl and τr are the torsion theories corresponding to filters Fl
and Fr respectively, we call the torsion theory lτr corresponding to lFr the torsion
theory induced by τl and τr.
If M is an R-S-bimodule, Tl(M), Tr(M) and lTr(M) torsion submodules of M
for τl, τr and lτr respectively, then
lTr(M) = Tl(M) ∩ Tr(M).
For details see [5], I, ch. 2, Proposition 2.5. Thus the torsion theory on S ⊗Z R
op
corresponding to filter lFr of right S ⊗Z R
op-ideals is exactly the torsion theory of
R-S-bimodules with the torsion class Tl ∩ Tr.
In [7], Ortega defines the symmetric module of quotients FlMFr ofM with respect
to lFr to be
FlMFr = lim−→
K∈lFr
Hom(K,
M
lTr(M)
)
where the homomorphisms in the formula are S⊗Rop homomorphisms (equivalently
R-S-bimodule homomorphisms). We shorten the notation FlMFr to lMr. Just as in
the right-sided case, there is a left exact functor qM mapping M to the symmetric
module of quotients lMr obtained by composing the projection M → M/ lTr(M)
with the injection M/ lTr(M)→ lMr (see Lemma 4 in [12]).
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If R = S, the module lRr has a ring structure (Lemma 1.5 in [7]). The ring lRr
is called the symmetric ring of quotients with respect to the torsion theory lτr.
Note that every derivation δ on R determines a derivation on R⊗ZR
op given by
δ(r ⊗ s) = δ(r) ⊗ s+ r ⊗ δ(s).
Similarly, every HD ∆ on R determines a HD ∆ on R⊗Z R
op given by
δn(r ⊗ s) =
n∑
i=0
δi(r) ⊗ δn−i(s).
If M is an R-bimodule, and δ a derivation on R, an additive map d :M →M is
a δ-derivation if
d(xr) = d(x)r + xδ(r) and d(rx) = δ(r)x + rd(x)
for all x ∈ M and r ∈ R. It is straightforward to check that d is a δ-derivation on
M considered as a right R⊗ZR
op-module. Conversely, every δ-derivation of a right
R⊗ZR
op-module M determines a δ-derivation on M considered as an R-bimodule.
This generalizes to HDs as well. If M is an R-bimodule, and ∆ a HD on R, we
shall say that an indexed family of additive maps {dn} defined on M is a ∆-HD if
d0 is an identity,
dn(xr) =
n∑
i=0
δi(x)δn−i(r) and dn(rx) =
n∑
i=0
δi(r)δn−i(x)
for all x ∈ M and r ∈ R. It is straightforward to check that {dn} is a ∆-HD
on M considered as a right R ⊗Z R
op-module. Conversely, every ∆-HD on a right
R⊗ZR
op-moduleM determines a ∆-HD onM considered as an R-bimodule. Specif-
ically, every HD ∆ on R is a ∆-HD on R considered as a right R ⊗Z R
op-module.
Conversely, every HD ∆ on R ⊗Z R
op is a ∆-HD on R ⊗Z R
op considered as an
R-bimodule.
In [13], a symmetric filter lFr induced by a left Gabriel filter Fl and a right
Gabriel filter Fr is said to be differential if for every I ∈ lFr there is J ∈ lFr such
that δ(J) ⊆ I for all R⊗ZR
op derivations δ. If we consider the right R⊗ZR
op-ideals
I and J as R-bimodules, the condition δ(J) ⊆ I is equivalent with δ(J) ⊆ I (for
more details see section 3 in [13]). The hereditary torsion theory determined by lFr
is said to be differential in this case.
Definition 1. A symmetric filter lFr is a HD symmetric filter if for every R⊗ZR
op
HD {δn}, every I ∈ lFr, and every n, there is J ∈ lFr such that δn(J) ⊆ I. The
hereditary torsion theory determined by lFr is said to be higher differential (HD for
short) in this case.
If we consider the right R⊗Z R
op-ideals I and J as R-bimodules, the condition
δn(J) ⊆ I is equivalent with δn(J) ⊆ I (by observations on symmetric HDs above).
Definition 2. Let ∆ be a HD on R, M an R-bimodule, D = {dn} a ∆-HD on
M and lτr a symmetric torsion theory. If D is such that every dn extends to the
module of quotients lMr such that dnqM = qMdn for all n, then we shall say that
D extends to a ∆-HD on lMr.
The symmetric versions of Bland and Golan’s results (Proposition 1 and Theorem
1) on derivations have been proven in [13] (Proposition 3 and Theorem 2 in [13]).
From the proof of those two results and from Lemma 2, Proposition 2 and Theorem
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2 from section 2 of this paper, we arrive to the symmetric versions of Bland and
Golan’s results generalized to HDs. In what follows, we use lannr(x) to denote
{t ∈ R⊗Rop|xt = 0} for an element x of an R-bimodule.
Proposition 4. Let lFr be a symmetric Gabriel filter induced by Fl and Fr, corre-
sponding to the symmetric torsion theory lτr.
(i) Lemma 2 for symmetric filters. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) lFr is a HD symmetric filter.
(2) For every R-bimodule M, every ∆-HD {dn} on M, and every n,
dn( lTr(M)) ⊆ lTr(M).
(3’) For every R-bimodule M, every HD ∆, every x ∈ lTr(M), and every
n, there is K ∈ lFr such that δn(K) ⊆ lannr(x).
(3”) For every R-bimodule M, every HD ∆, every x ∈ lTr(M), and every
n, there is K ∈ lFr such that δi(K) ⊆ lannr(x) for all i ≤ n.
Moreover, if Fl and Fr are HD filters, then lFr is a HD symmetric filter.
(ii) Golan’s Proposition for HDs and symmetric filters. If ∆ is a ring HD, M
an R-bimodule, D = {dn} a ∆-HD on M, then
(1) If M is torsion-free, then D extends to a ∆-HD on the symmetric
module of quotients lMr.
(2) If dn( lTr(M)) ⊆ lTr(M) for all n, then D extends to a ∆-HD on the
symmetric module of quotients lMr.
(iii) Bland’s Theorem for HDs and symmetric filters.
(1) If a ∆-HD on a bimodule M extends to a ∆-HD on the symmetric
module of quotients lMr, then such extension is unique.
(2) The filter lFr is a HD symmetric filter if and only if for every ring HD
∆, every ∆-HD on any bimodule M extends uniquely to a ∆-HD on
the symmetric module of quotients lMr.
Proof. The proof of the equivalence of four conditions in part (i) follows the proof
of Proposition 3 in [13] using induction just as in the proof of Lemma 1.
To prove the last sentence of part (i), let us assume that Fl and Fr are HD.
Let M be an R-bimodule, ∆ a HD on R and D a ∆-derivation on M. As Fl and
Fr are HD, dn(Tl(M)) ⊆ Tl(M) and dn(Tr(M)) ⊆ Tr(M) for any n by Lemma 2.
Thus dn(lTr(M)) = dn(Tl(M)∩ Tr(M))) ⊆ dn(Tl(M)) ∩ dn(Tr(M)) is contained in
Tl(M)∩ Tr(M) = lTr(M). Thus condition (2) of Lemma 1 holds and so lFr is HD.
The proof of (1) of part (ii) follows the proof of (1) in Theorem 2 in [13] as follows.
ConsiderM as a right R⊗ZR
op-module. Note that lMr is a right R⊗ZR
op-module
of quotients with respect to lτr considered as the torsion theory of right R⊗Z R
op-
modules. Thus, D extends to a ∆-HD on lMr by (1) of Proposition 2. But then
such extension is a ∆-HD on lMr.
The proof of (2) of part (ii) follows the proof of (2) in Proposition 2.
The proof of (1) and (2) of part (iii) follow the proofs of (1) and (2) of Theorem
2. In proof of (2) the part (i) is used instead of Lemma 2. 
The symmetric version of the Lambek torsion theory is the symmetric torsion
theory induced by the Gabriel filters of all dense right and left R-ideals respectively.
It is called the symmetric Lambek theory and it is the largest symmetric hereditary
and faithful torsion theory. Its symmetric ring of quotients is called the maximal
symmetric ring of quotients and is denoted it by Qσmax(R) in [12] and [13].
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The symmetric Goldie torsion theory is the theory induced by the torsion theo-
ries of left and right R-modules whose torsion-free classes consist of left and right
nonsingular modules respectively.
In [12], the symmetric versions of right perfect rings of quotients and the total
right ring of quotients are defined and studied. A ring extension S of R with an
embedding f : R → S is a perfect symmetric ring of quotients if the family of
left ideals Fl = {I|Sf(I) = S} is a left Gabriel filter, the family of right ideals
Fr = {J |f(J)S = S} is a right Gabriel filter and there is a ring isomorphism
g : S ∼= FlRFr such that g ◦ f is the canonical map qR : R → FlRFr . For the
equivalent versions of this definition see Theorem 11 of [12]. In this setup, Fr is
a perfect right, Fl a perfect left and lFr, the filter induced by Fl and Fr, is called
a perfect symmetric filter. The torsion theory lFr determines is called a perfect
symmetric torsion theory.
Symmetrizing the condition for the perfect right torsion theoriesMF ∼=M⊗RRF,
we arrive to the condition describing the perfect symmetric torsion theories and
symmetric filters:
lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr ∼= lMr
for all R-bimodules M. To check out the proof of this fact as well as the list of
equivalent conditions, see Theorem 12 in [12].
As in the one-sided case, the following result holds.
Corollary 1. (1) The symmetric Lambek torsion theory is HD.
(2) The symmetric Goldie torsion theory is HD.
(3) Any perfect symmetric torsion theory is HD.
Proof. Since the Lambek and Goldie torsion theories of right (and left) modules are
HD by Theorem 3 and since the symmetric Lambek and Goldie torsion theories are
induced by one-sided Lambek and Goldie theories respectively, (1) and (2) directly
follow from the last sentence in part (i) of Proposition 4.
As pointed out in paragraphs preceding the corollary, a perfect symmetric filter
lFr is induced by filters Fl and Fr that are perfect filters. So, Fl and Fr are HD by
Theorem 3. Then lFr is also HD by part (i) of Proposition 4. 
The results on extending a HD (summarized in Proposition 3) also hold for
symmetric filters. Let F1l and F
2
l be left and F
1
r and F
2
r be right Gabriel filters that
induce the symmetric filters lF
1
r and lF
2
r. Let lτ
i
r denote the corresponding torsion
theories. Suppose that lF
1
r is contained in lF
2
r. If M is an R-bimodule, let qi denote
the left exact functors mapping M to the rings of quotients lM
i
r with respect to
lF
i
r for i = 1 and 2. Note that we have the mapping q12 : lM
1
r → lM
2
r induced by
the inclusion lF
1
r ⊆ lF
2
r such that q12q1 = q2 just as in the right-sided case.
If D = {dn} is a ∆-HD defined on M and if dn extends to lM
1
r and lM
2
r in such
a way that the following diagram commutes for every n, we say that the extensions
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of D on lM
1
r and lM
1
r agree.
lM
1
r
dn
✲
lM
1
r
M
dn
✲
q 1
✲
M
q 1
✲
lM
2
r
q12
❄
dn
✲
q
2
✲
lM
2
r
q12
❄
q
2
✲
Proposition 5. Suppose that a symmetric filter lF
1
r is contained in a symmetric
filter lF
2
r and that {dn} is a ∆-HD on a bimodule M. If dn can be extended to lM
1
r
for every n and either
i) dn can be extended from lM
1
r to lM
2
r for every n or
ii) dn can be extended from M to lM
2
r for every n,
then the extensions of {dn} to lM
1
r and lM
2
r agree.
As a consequence, if lF
1
r is HD and either
i) lM
1
r is lτ
2
r -torsion-free, or
ii) lF
2
r is HD,
then any HD on M extends both to lM
1
r and lM
2
r in such a way that the extensions
agree.
Proof. The proof of the first part follows from the proof of Proposition 3 exactly
using part (iii) of Proposition 4 instead of Theorem 2.
The second part follows directly from the first part similarly as the second part of
Proposition 3 follows from the first part (just use part (ii) of Proposition 4 instead
of Proposition 2). 
By Theorem 14 in [12], every ring has the largest perfect symmetric ring of
quotients – the total symmetric ring of quotients. We denote it by Qσtot(R) as in
[12]. Analogously to the right-sided case, R ⊆ Qσtot(R) ⊆ Q
σ
max(R). If R is Ore,
R ⊆ Qcl(R) ⊆ Q
σ
tot(R) ⊆ Q
σ
max(R) (see Corollary 16 in [12]).
From Corollary 1 and Proposition 5 it follows that an extension of any HD to
a module (or ring) of quotients with respect to any HD, hereditary and faithful
symmetric torsion theory agrees with the extension with respect to the symmetric
Lambek torsion theory. In particular, a HD on R extends to the maximal sym-
metric ring of quotients Qσmax(R) in such a way that its extension agrees with the
extension on the total symmetric ring of quotients Qσtot(R). Also, the extension on
the symmetric ring of quotients with respect to the symmetric Goldie torsion theory
agrees with the extensions on Qσmax(R) and Q
σ
tot(R). If R is Ore, these extensions
agree with the extension on the classical ring of quotients Qcl(R).
6. Questions and open problems
We list some of the open questions. The first two have also been raised in [13].
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(1) Is every hereditary torsion theory differential? All the hereditary torsion
theories that are most frequently in use (classical, perfect, Goldie, Lambek)
are differential. Is there a non-example?
(2) Let us suppose that F1 and F2 are right (or symmetric) filters with F1 ⊆ F2.
Let M be a right (or bi) R-module with a derivation d. If F2 is differential,
when can the extension of d to the module of quotient with respect to F2
be restricted to a derivation on the module of quotients with respect to F1
in such a way that the derivations agree (in the sense used throughout this
paper and [13])? This question might be related to the first one since every
hereditary and faithful torsion is contained in the Lambek torsion theory
that is differential.
(3) Find an example of a torsion theory that is differential but not higher
differential.
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